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In this second part of our FW20 collection, the ladies of 

BalletBody share with us what does ballet mean to them, and their 

journey in rediscovering their love and passion for ballet.

®

Dancer Alison Carroll
FONDU BRA (Bianco), HIGH RISE FULL LENGTH TIGHTS
Dancer Lisha Chin
PLIÉ LONG BRA (Bianco), HIGH RISE FULL LENGTH TIGHTS



“
ALISON CARROLL
Co-Founder of BalletBody, Former Professional Ballet Dancer

Ballet has always been a huge part of my life. I started at the age 
of 4 and haven’t stopped since and really can’t imagine my life 
without it. 

Ballet has given me so much. It has 
taught me to be disciplined from a 
young age, it has taught me team work, 
mental strength and grit. All of these 
things have helped to run a business as 
well. It’s not always easy, but I am glad 
I have that solid foundation that Ballet 
has given me.

Dancer Alison Carroll
FONDU BRA (Bianco)



“
LISHA CHIN
Co-Founder of BalletBody, Former Professional Ballet Dancer

I started Ballet when I was 3 years old so I’ve never really known 
life without it.  To me, 

Ballet is my first love, and a discipline 
that has shaped who I am as a person.

Dancer Lisha Chin
PLIÉ LONG BRA (Bianco), HIGH RISE FULL LENGTH TIGHTS



Why did you start BalletBody?

Alison & Lisha: BalletBody is the workout that we wanted to do 
ourselves but couldn’t find anywhere. It’s a Ballet class that allows 
you to reconnect with your body and work on your strength, 
technique and artistry without the pressure of pointe work, high 
legs and multiple pirouettes. We wanted to bring the beauty 
and physical benefits of Ballet to people in an accessible and 
unintimidating way that has not been done anywhere else. 

How does BalletBody help people to discover or rediscover 
ballet?

Alison & Lisha: A lot of people who have never done Ballet 
before are daunted by the idea of donning a leotard and having to 
memorise choreography, as BalletBody is a fitness based class we 
focus more on repetitions to perfect movements while building 
strength, and use a ‘watch and follow’ style of class so that people 
can focus on their technique without worrying what step is 
coming next.

Former dancers (ourselves included) are often intimidated by 
the idea of going back to Ballet class when they haven’t danced 
for a while, or are simply looking for a way to stay fit without 
the pressure of a full 90 minute Ballet class. BalletBody is the 
perfect intermediary as it offers a full body workout without 
compromising the artistic integrity of Ballet.

Dancer Alison Carroll
FONDU BRA (Bianco)



Do you think parents taking BalletBody or even ballet classes 
will perhaps help them understand what their child is learning 
in class?

Alison & Lisha: Absolutely! A lot of parents (and people in 
general) have no idea exactly how difficult Ballet is. Having an 
insight into how much work goes into something as simple as 
standing in fifth position, but also how much gratification comes 
with the uniqueness of Ballet as an athleticism and an art would 
be invaluable to a parent understanding their child’s journey as a 
dancer.  

Lastly, how does it feel to be back in the studios since circuit 
breaker?

Alison & Lisha: Amazing! We missed it so much. We were 
extremely grateful to be able to take BalletBody Online during 
Circuit Breaker but there’s nothing quite like being in the studio 
itself. It’s very different from pre-Covid as we are operating at 
limited capacity and have stringent safety measures in place, but 
it’s still our and many of our customer’s happy place.

Dancer Lisha Chin
PLIÉ LONG BRA (Bianco), HIGH RISE FULL LENGTH TIGHTS



Dancers (from left) Jeraldine, Yuwen, Jeanine, Marissa
RUCHED DEVANT BRA (Nero), RUCHED DEVANT BRA (Bianco),
RUFFLES CHAÎNÉ BRA (Nero), RUFFLES CHAÎNÉ BRA (Bianco)



“
MARISSA

Ballet allows me to be an entirely 
different person, in the best way 
possible. I’m known as being 
clumsy, with random bruises on 
my legs. 

But when I dance, 
I feel a surge of 
energy within me 
and it instantly puts 
me in a better mood 
(and a much better 
posture). 

And in that moment, I tell 
myself, “Hey, I’m not so clumsy 
after all!”

RUFFLES CHAÎNÉ BRA (Bianco)

“
JEANINE

Ballet to me is a 
discipline of the 
mind and the body. 

You move towards what you set 
your mind to, you achieve what 
you allow your body to. There 
are no shortcuts. You get out 
what you put in it.

RUFFLES CHAÎNÉ BRA (Nero)



“
YUWEN

Ballet is my first love and has 
brought me immense joy and 
also heartache over the years. 

It has shaped me to 
be who I am today 
- to always strive 
to be better, stay 
disciplined and to 
smile and stay poised 
through pain. 

As an instructor at BalletBody, 
I hope to share the beauty of 
ballet and the joy in movement 
with everyone, while educating 
on the proper techniques behind 
those deceivingly simple moves!

“
JERALDINE

I am so glad to be able to create 
and teach my class plans to our 
lovely BalletBody clients, in 
a comfortable and welcoming 
space. 

I hope to inspire 
clients to push 
personal boundaries 
in my classes and 
train like a dancer 
confidently.

RUCHED DEVANT BRA (Bianco) RUCHED DEVANT BRA (Nero)



“

CHARMAINE

Ballet is both an art and a science 
to me. There’s so much technique 
and physics involved, but yet 
everyone has their own artistic 
flair and style to make movements 
look different - it blows my mind. 

Taking ballet classes 
from young has 
shaped me into the 
person that I am 
today, giving me the 
determination to 
push through hard 
situations and how I 
should keep an open 
mind to be able to 
continuously learn. 

As an instructor at BalletBody, I 
hope to be able to share my love 
for ballet with clients and teach 
them something about themselves, 
whether it’s improving their 
technique or mental fortitude 
so they walk out of class feeling 
strong and empowered.

PLIÉ LONG BRA (Nero)

Dancers (from left) Maybelle, Kimmie, Charmaine
FONDU BRA (Nero), PLIÉ LONG BRA (Bianco),PLIÉ LONG BRA (Nero)



“
KIMMIE

Ballet to me means 
empowerment 
through grace and 
strength. 

I hope that everyone will enjoy 
ballet the way I do as we lose 
ourselves in movement. As a 
BalletBody instructor, I want to 
ensure that although we aim to 
perfect technique, we however 
do not forget to express ourselves 
with grace through strength. All 
in all, I just want everyone to 
enjoy themselves through dance!

PLIÉ LONG BRA (Bianco)

“

MAYBELLE

Ballet, to me, is a form of physical 
and mental training. It’s such an 
integral aspect of my life that has 
helped to empower and shape the 
person I am today. 

Through BalletBody, 

I hope to empower 
my students through 
the joyous rigour 
that Classical Ballet 
has to offer, that it is 
accessible to all ages 
and experiences!

FONDU BRA (Nero)



XS, S, M, L (Bra Shelf Panel)

    Bianco
    Nero

XS, S, M, L (Bra Shelf Panel)

    Bianco
    Nero

RUCHED DEVANT BRA
SAW2001

Camisole bra top with ruched front detail and straight 
back. Removable bra paddings included.

RUFFLES CHAÎNÉ BRA
SAW2003

Camisole bra top with ruffles strap detail and straight 
back. Removable bra paddings included for sizes XS–L 

only.

XS, S, M, L (Bra Shelf Panel)

    Bianco
    Nero

XS, S, M, L (Bra Shelf Panel)

    Bianco
    Nero

FONDU BRA
SAW2002

Camisole bra top with inverted V front design. U-back 
with stretch lace/mesh panel. Removable bra paddings 

included for sizes XS–L only.

PLIÉ LONG BRA
SAW2004

Long bra top with front stretch lace/mesh panel and thick 
under-bust band. Back stretch lace/mesh panel. Removable 

bra paddings included.



®

Special Thanks to BalletBody
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